Identity and Access Management

Upgrade your security system and keep intruders out

- Evolve your security practices
- Reduce cloud complexity
- Work smarter.

Protect your enterprise from the threat lurking in the shadows

- Mobility over your enterprise
- Visibility and control across teams across your enterprise and managing it's focus.
- Data encryption and securing your cloud product data.

Detect and resolve security threats by following the Cloud

- Enhanced monitoring and auditing for increased security.
- 39% users CSD-4415 reserved by an employee join or leave.
- 53% policies specific user enforcement.
- Advanced audit logs.

40% of organs reported an increase in 2023.

- 1.8 million employees are, or leave.
- 31% usage metrics of orgs reported an increase.
- 40% of users are in the shadows.

Identity and Access Management

- Ongoing user evolution
- Risk detection, you'll protect your organization, reduce cloud complexity, and work smarter.